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FLY OF THE MONTH
Patriot Double Wing
This fly combines the attraction of Charlie Meck�s �Patriot� with a Gary LaFontaine favorite �Double
Wing.�  Bob Pharoah has been reading Gary�s book, The Dry Fly � New Angles and suggests we try some of
these patterns.  Book says an attractor is often the best fly choice when fishing a river from a pontoon or
drift boat.  A fish only sees the fly once. A realistic fly is a good choice when the fish will see the pattern
several times.

Hook: Dry Fly Hook, 2XLong. 2XFine, TMC 5212, Mustad 94831, size 10 to 18.
Thread: Red (Uni) 3/0 for #8 -10, 6/0 for #12-14, 8/0 for #16 � 18
Tail: Brown Antron stub
Tag: Blue Krystal Flash
Rear Wing: Medium brown to dark tan deer/elk body hair.  Use fine coastal deer hair or elk hock for

small patterns,
Body: Red Antron dubbing
Body Hackle:Furnace brown � only 1 hook gap length fibers
Front Wing: White calf tail, kip.
Hackle: Coachman Brown, dry fly quality, longer than body hackle.

� Place hook in vise and attach thread to cover the
rear 2/3 of the hook shank. Bring thread over the
hook barb to start.
� Tie in a short tail of brown Antron. Make it no
longer than the gap of the hook, shorter is better,
as it is a stub tail. Comb out the tail as needed.
� Wrap a short section of the rear of the shank
with several strands of blue floss to form the tip.
End just beyond the barb of the hook and before
the point.
� Stack and tie in the rear wing of deer hair, mak-
ing sure it is even with the end of the tail.
� Tie in the body hackle. Touch dub a body of red
Antron leaving the front 1/4 of the shank for the
front wing, hackle, and head of the fly. (Touch
dubbing is used with Antron yarn that has been
clipped into very short sections (1/8�) and just
touched to the tacky wax on a thread.  It produces
a spiky air bubble holding body that Gary La
Fontaine likes on his caddis patterns. Do not com-

press it as you would with a standard rope dubbing
technique.  LK)
� Palmer the body - hackle evenly forward over the
touch dubbed body, tie it off, and clip flat top and
bottom.
� Stack and tie in the front wing of calf tail so
that it extends over the entire fly, making sure it
is even with the end of the rear wing and tail.
� Wrap a full head hackle and whip-finish the head.

Gary LaFontaine recommends eight color variations
and suggests the best light conditions for these
attractors. Brown = early evening; Gray = overcast
days; Lime = afternoon; Orange = dusk; Pink Lady =
early morning; Royal = brightest sun with glare on
water; White = shaded areas; Yellow = midday. (p.
168 of Trout Flies)

If you like the Patriot, you might like to try the
Patriot Double Wing.  Lucky Ketcham.




